Precinct: 36-026 Bettles

May 24, 2022 Interim Redistricting Plan

- Anaktuvuk Pass city
- Hughes city
- Allakaket city
- Alatna CDP
- Coldfoot CDP
- Evansville CDP
- Fort Yukon city
- Alatna CDP
- Arctic Village CDP
- Beaver CDP
- Birch Creek CDP
- Venetie CDP
- Wiseman CDP

State of Alaska, Esri, HERE, Garmin, FAO, NOAA, USGS, EPA, NPS
Precinct: 36-046 Copper Center
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Precinct: 36-054 Deltana
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Precinct: 36-058 Dot Lake
May 24, 2022 Interim Redistricting Plan

State of Alaska, Esri, HERE, Garmin, FAO, NOAA, USGS, Bureau of Land
Management, EPA, NPS

Precinct: 36-058 Dot Lake
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Precinct: 36-138 Nulato
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